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ON NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS1
L. A. KARLOVITZ
Abstract. A generalized Hilbert space property is used to analyze nonexpansive mappings in certain settings. In particular it is shown that in /, and
in the important, recently defined, space J0, a nonexpansive self-mapping of
a bounded weak* closed convex subset has a fixed point.

1. We are concerned mainly with the
pansive mappings. More precisely, let A
space. Let C be a bounded closed convex
shall assume that it is the conjugate of a

existence of fixed points for nonexbe a (possibly nonreflexive) Banach
subset of X. If X is nonreflexive, we
separable space and that C is weak*

closed. Let T: C -> C satisfy ||7x - Ty\\ <||x - y\\ for all x, y E C. Does
there exist an x0 E C so that 7x0 = x0? To a lesser extent, we are also
concerned with the iterative construction of fixed points.
Such problems have received considerable attention during the past decade. (Basic existence theorems for classes of reflexive spaces: Browder [2],

Gohde [4], Kirk [7]. Iterative constructions related to the present note:
Browder and Petryshyn [3], Opial [9].) They have been studied basically in
reflexive spaces. Many of the results rely on the use of geometric properties of
the space which are patterned after the geometry of Hilbert space.
This is also our present approach. We propose to extend the theory by
making use of a geometric notion, which is a generalization of a Hilbert space
property. In particular, this permits us to extend the theory to certain
nonreflexive spaces.

2. In a general Banach space we say (Birkhoff [1], James [5]) that w is
orthogonal

to v, w±.v, if ||h>|| <||w + Xv\\ for all scalars X. In general,

± is not

symmetric. (Indeed, symmetry characterizes Hilbert spaces for dimension
strictly greater than 2.) We shall say that the relation J. is approximately
symmetric if for each x E X and e > 0 there exists a closed linear subspace

U = U(x, e) so that
(1) U has finite codimension, and
(2) ||w|| <||w + Ax|| for each u E U, ||w|| = 1, and each X, \X\ > e.
In case J. is symmetric, we can choose U = {u: f(u) = 0} where / is a
linear functional such that ||/|| = 1 and f(x) =||x||. Then x_Lm for each
u E U; and, by the symmetry, w_Lx for each u E U, which is stronger than
(2). Furthermore, the linear projection P, of X onto U, defined by P(u + Xx)
= u has norm 1. Analogously, if (2) is satisfied, the same projection, now of
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the linear span of x and U onto U, has norm less than or equal to 1/1 — e.
If A" is a conjugate space we shall say that the relation _L is weak*
approximately symmetric if, in addition to (1) and (2), U can be chosen to be
weak* closed. We shall say that the relation is uniformly approximately
symmetric (uniformly weak* approximately symmetric) if it is approximately
symmetric (weak* approximately symmetric) and (2) is replaced by the
stronger condition
,-j,x

||u|| < \\u + Xx\\ — 8, for some 8 = 8(x, e) > 0 for each

( '

u G U, \\u\\ = 1, and each A, |A| > e.

In terms of the projection defined above, (2') requires that it actually
decrease the norms of certain elements by a uniform amount.
It can be readily shown that if X has a uniformly convex unit ball, then
approximate symmetry and uniform approximate symmetry are equivalent.
Example 1. If A- is a Hilbert space then _L is symmetric and the unit ball is
uniformly convex; hence, J_ is uniformly approximately symmetric.
Example 2. In lx the relation _L is uniformly weak* approximately symmetric. To see this, given x = (£,), choose A so large that S^l
> 3||x||/4.

For each e > 0 let U(x, e) = [u = (tj,): t/. = 0, i = 1, . . . , A). Then we
readily observe that for each u G U, \\u + Ax|| —1|«|| >|A| ||-x||/2, which implies the assertion.
Further
examples. In the important, newly defined, space J0 (James [6],
Lindenstrauss and Stegall [8]) the relation _L is also uniformly weak* approximately symmetric. In the classical spaces /, 1 < p < oo, _L is uniformly
approximately symmetric. The argument in both cases is a modification of
the one for /, above. On the other hand, in both c0 and Lp, p ^ 2, J_ fails to
be even approximately symmetric. We state the former without proof, and the
latter is discussed in the Remark following Theorem 2 below.
Our main result which relates these geometric notions to fixed points for
nonexpansive mappings is
Theorem 1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space (resp., the
separable Banach space). Let C be a bounded convex closed
closed) subset of X. Let the mapping T: C —>C satisfy \\Tx for all x, y G C. Suppose that the relation ± is uniformly
symmetric (resp., uniformly weak* approximately symmetric) in
exists x0 G C so that Tx0 = x0.
Furthermore,
if T is asymptotically
regular (i.e., if for

conjugate of a
(resp., weak*
7y|| <||x - y]|
approximately
X. Then there
each

||7"'+1x - T"x\\ -^0 as n^ao)
then for each x G C the sequence
converges weakly (resp., weak*) to some x0 G C and Tx0 = x0.

x G C,

{T"x}

The conclusions of the theorem are known for the case that A is a Hilbert
space, and more generally for lp, 1 < p < oo (Opial [9]). However, other of its
applications, including the following, seem to be new
Corollary.
Let C be a weak* closed convex bounded subset of /, or of J0.
Let T: C —»C be a nonexpansive mapping. Then T has a fixed point in C.

As a by-product

of these investigations,

we have
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of such a space). Then for each weakly (resp., weak*) convergent sequence (xn)
with limit xx we have

(3)

lim inf||xn - x^,^

lim inf||x„ - x||,

for each x =£ xx, if and only if the relation ± is uniformly approximately
symmetric {resp., uniformly weak* approximately symmetric).
Moreover, if the relation ± is approximately symmetric {resp., weak* approximately symmetric) then

(3)

lim inf||x„ - x^H < lim inf||x„ - x||,

for each x E X, but not conversely in general.

Remark. The importance of inequality (3) in the investigation of fixed
points of nonexpansive mappings is noted in Opial [9]. However, his method
involves the abstraction of Hilbert space properties to a class of spaces which
are substantially different from the present ones. His method demands: (i)
reflexivity, (ii) a weakly continuous duality mapping, and (iii) a uniformly
convex unit ball. He also shows that (3') does not hold for all reflexive spaces
with a uniformly convex unit ball by exhibiting a sequence in L, , 1 < p < oo,
p ¥= 2, which fails to satisfy (3'). From this example and Theorem 2 it follows
that in these spaces Lp the relation ± is not approximately symmetric.

3. Proof of Theorem 1, part 1. By a standard argument, there exists a
sequence {x„} in C so that ||7x„ - x„||—»0. After possible extraction of a
subsequence, we may assume that the sequence converges weakly (weak*) to
some z E C and lim||xn
w = 0 then Tz = z, and
w t^ 0. We let e = l/2r.
linear subspace U so that

(4)

— z|| = r. We let w = Tz — z. If either r = 0 or
we are finished. Hence we assume that r > 0 and
By hypothesis, there exists a closed (weak* closed)
(1) and (2') are satisfied. This is equivalent to

lAl < \\w + A"ll _ lA|5, for some 5 > 0 and for each u E U,
\\u\\ = 1, and each A, |A| < 2r.

Furthermore, the subspace spanned by w and U has a finite dimensional
complement V. Thus for each «,
(5)

x„ - z = Xnw + un + v„,

un E U,

vnE

V.

Using the finite dimensionality
of V and the convergence of xn — z we
observe readily that Xn, \\vn\\—>0, and hence ||Hn|| -» r. Therefore ||"„||/1 + A„

< 2r for sufficiently large «, and by (4) and (5),
||*„ -

(6)

Tz\\ >\\xn -

z + z -

>|1+\,||W

Tz\\ = ||(1 + Xn)w +un

+ vn\\

+ (||«(1||/1+A.K/W||-||0(,||

>KH0+ *)-N|.

On the other hand, by the nonexpansiveness of T,
IK - TZ\\<\\TX* ~ T4 + \\Xn~ Txn\\<\\xn ~ *|| + \\*n ~ Tx„\\.
Combining the last two inequalities, and using ||x„ - 7xJ|, ||u„|| -»0 and ||h II,
||x„ - z|| -»r, we arrive at the contradiction:
r > r{l + S). Thus r > 0 and
w ¥= 0 is impossible. This finishes the proof of the first part of Theorem 1.
License or Proof
copyright restrictions
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symmetric. Suppose {xn} converges weakly (weak*) tox„,. Let lim inf||xn - x„\\
= x. If x = 0, (3) follows. If x>0, forx ^x^.we extract a subsequence {x„'},so
that lim||xn' - x„J| exists and lim||xn.- x|| = lim inf||xn> -x\\. Then with very
minor modifications in the proof of Theorem 1, part 1, we can again derive inequality (6), with Tz replaced by x, z replaced by xTC,and xn replaced by xn>. From this
we conclude

lim||xn, - x|| > lim||x„, -x^HO

+ o),

which implies (3).
Now suppose that ± is not uniformly (weak*) approximately
Choose x and e > 0 so that (1) and (2') fail to be satisfied. Choose
of linear functionals {/„} which are dense in A* (in the space of
the conjugate). Let Un = {x: f(x) = 0, j = 1, . . . , «}. Since
satisfied, we can choose un G Un, ||w„|| = 1, and A„, |A„| >
||w„ + A„x|| - 1 —>y < 0. Clearly |A„| —>oo is impossible. Hence,
ble extraction of a subsequence, we can conclude that

(7)

||k„ + Ax||- l^y

symmetric.
a sequence
which A is
(2') is not
e, so that
after possi-

<0

for some A, |A| > e. From the choice of the /„ it follows that un converges
weakly (weak*) to 0. By construction,
||w„|| = 1; however, by (7),
\\un - (-Ax)|| - 1 -> y < 0. Since Ax ^ 0 this contradicts (3).
To show that the (weak*) approximate symmetry of ± implies (3'), we
make only the obvious modifications in the first paragraph of this proof.
To show that the converse of the last assertion fails in general, we consider
the space A (due to Belluce, Kirk and Steiner [10]) which is l2 renormed
according to |x| = sup(l/2||x||2,
II^H^), where ||x||2 denotes the l2 norm and
\[x\\x denotes

the lx norm. Choose

x = (£,) G X so that ||x||2 < 3/2,

[[x^

= 1, and £,-< 0 all i. Choose e < 1/2. Suppose U = U(x, e) satisfies (1) and
(2). We can choose a finite dimensional subspace V which is the complement
of U. Hence we can express each en = (8in) as en = un + vn, with un G (J and
vn G V. Since en converges weakly to 0 and V is finite dimensional, we have

that |K||^0
sufficiently

as «-.oo.

Thus K||2-*l,

large n. Let wn = un/\un\ +ex.

3/2e < 2. Recalling that £• < 0 for all i, it
for n sufficiently large. Thus |w„/|«,,|-r-ex|
violates (2). Thus J_ is not approximately
Finally we show that (3') holds. Suppose

||«„|U ^ 1 and \un\ =\\un\\x for
It follows

that

11vw„|J2
—>y < 1 +

also follows that \wn\ = \\wn\\x < 1,
< 1 for n sufficiently large, which
symmetric.
that xn converges weakly to 0. We

may assume that either lim||x„||2 = 2r or that lim||xn||oo = r. In the former
case, since J_ is uniformly approximately symmetric in Hilbert space, we can
apply (3) to conclude that lim inf||xn - x||2 > 2r for each x i= 0 in X. Hence
lim inf |x„ - x\ > r, which implies" (3'). In the latter case, it can be readily
shown that if x = (£,) satisfies lim inf||x„ - x\\x < r - 8, then |£(.,| > 8 for an
infinite sequence of integers /', whence x G. X. This finishes the proof of

Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem

1, part 2. Let x G C be arbitrarily chosen. Let
xn = T"x, n = 1,2, ... . Let {x„.} be a weakly (weak*) convergent subsequence with limit z. Since, by hypothesis, \Txn, - xn\ —>0, the proof of
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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that ||z - xn+1|| =\\Tz - 7x„|| <||z - x„||. Therefore lim||x„ - z\\ = r exists;
and, by Theorem 2, lim inf||x„, — w|| > r for w =£ z. Now suppose that
another subsequence {x„»} converges weakly (weak*) to w =£ z. Repeating
the argument above we have iimj|x„ - w|| < lim inf||x„» — z\ = lim||xn» — z\
= r, which is a contradiction. This finished the proof of Theorem 1, part 2.
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